
Colombian International Actress Isa Gutierrez
Stars in The Table 56 Project

Isa Gutierrez not only as an actress

but as a Juror in filmmaking, She

brings a discerning eye and deep

appreciation for the art form,

carefully evaluating with a blend of

insight, empathy, and expertise,

contributing to the recognition of

excellence in cinema.

After her Debut Film as an actress to her distinguished

professional status as a Festival Judge and her on going

career as Leading Actress

HOLLYWOOD , CA, UNITED STATES , May 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Isa Gutierrez, a versatile actress

originally from Colombia but born in Argentina, has

made really deep steps in the entertainment industry

with her multifaceted talents and deep-seated passion

for the arts. Currently based in Los Angeles, California,

Isa's journey is one fueled by a profound connection to

poetry, dance, music, and the raw intensity of human

emotion, all of which she masterfully channels into her

performances.

Following the successful release of her debut film, "True

Love," Isa Gutierrez's star continues to rise. She was

recently honored with the role of Jury member at the

prestigious HollyShorts Film Festival, a renowned event

held annually in Hollywood, California, from August 8th

to 17th. As part of the festival's esteemed panel, Isa will

lend her expertise and discerning eye to review films

from March to June, contributing her unique perspective

to the world of independent cinema.

However, Isa's journey doesn't stop there. She has

recently embarked on an exciting new project titled

"Table 56," a cinematic endeavor that promises to

produce 56 short films destined for film festivals across the globe throughout 2024 and 2025.

Among these films, Isa holds a prominent role as one of the lead actresses, bringing her

exceptional talent and versatility to the forefront of each production. Currently, she has

completed shooting for the seventh installment of the series, with more captivating

performances yet to come.

http://www.einpresswire.com


In a behind-the-scenes photo, while

shooting the project Table 56, Isa

Gutierrez's passion for her craft is

palpable as she collaborates with the

film crew, showcasing her dedication to

bringing each scene to life with

authenticity and precision.

In addition to her involvement in "Table 56," Isa

Gutierrez's debut film, "True Love," has garnered

further acclaim, earning selection at the esteemed

Philadelphia Latin Arts & Film Festival. Set to take

place from May to August, the festival will showcase

Isa's work in an official competition, providing

audiences with the opportunity to engage with her

artistry on a deeper level through Q&A sessions and

discussions.

As Isa Gutierrez continues to make her mark on the

global stage, her dedication to her craft and her

unwavering commitment to storytelling serve as a

testament to her immense talent and boundless

potential. With each new project, she continues to

captivate audiences and leave an indelible

impression on the world of cinema.

The audience during a Q&A

sessions fuels my passion.

I'm eagerly anticipating at

the Philadelphia Latin Art

Film Festival, every

interaction sparks profound

connections and shared

inspiration”

Isa Gutierrez -Actress and

Filmmaker
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Isa Gutierrez stands out as a true prowess in acting

and film of her generation, with her remarkable

talent, versatility, and dedication shining through in

every role she takes on.

Isa Gutierrez in character on a film set, immersed in

her role, with the director and crew behind the

scenes.



Isa Gutierrez made a captivating

statement at the Women Film Festival in

Arizona, presenting her debut film “True

Love” a great opportunity to share her

creative vision with such a supportive

audience with a great story that

connected people from diverse

backgrounds
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